LETTER TO THE FRIENDS OF THE ANDREI TARKOVSKY INSTITUTE
NOVEMBER 2004

Dear Friends,

Danièle Hibon and the Jeu de Paume (entrance place de la Concorde) will welcome us on Tuesday, November 23rd at 7 pm for a presentation of Andrei Tarkovsky’s latest published works, released these days in French: Youth Stories and Instant Light, published by Philippe Rey; also The Diary in a revised and augmented edition of the Cahiers du Cinéma. Following this meeting will be a screening of a rather unknown film Tarkovsky in Nostalghia (95’). This will also be an opportunity for us to have a short exchange on the life of the association. We hope to see many of you there! (reservations: 01 47 03 12 50)

Here are some of the latest projects of the Institut Andrei Tarkovsky:

- All of the filmmaker’s personal archives are in the process of being digitalized in Florence; as of February 2005 they will be accessible to researchers: info@tarkovskij.com
- The Tarkovsky polaroids exhibition Instant Light is on a European tour and should reach Paris in 2005;
- The concert Imaginary Offering, visual sounds on Andrei Tarkovsky is also on tour and should also reach Paris in 2005;
- The monks of Vézelay are organizing a Tarkovsky seminar on the 27th and 28th of November 2004: information and reservations are available at: retraites@vezelay.cef.fr
- The publication of Tarkovsky’s works continues throughout Europe and elsewhere…

Warm regards,
Charles H. de Brantes
Director (Paris)